
 
Laid Back: Exceptional Values in 
Recliners 
Full Recline • Semi-Recline • Powered Models 
Power recliners soon will make up a majority of the recliner market, and the latest 
power mechanisms deliver more ergonomic support than ever before. Meanwhile, 
manufacturers are adding USB ports and gel-infused foam. 
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La-Z-Boy 

Are you looking for a new way to relax? You’ll be pleased to know that the recliner market is keeping up with 

the times. From sleeker lines to lower priced battery packs to built-in technological amenities that are geared 

toward the connected crowd, today’s recliners are more tailored, functional and versatile than ever before. 

The most significant change in the market is that almost all recliners now can be customized. Previously, we 

found that about half of the recliners that were on the market could be upgraded to include a leather cover, a 

lift function or a power-reclining mechanism. Today, you can upgrade almost any recliner to include any base, 

cover or function that you want, says Chuck Tidwell of manufacturer Franklin. 

“Choose a chair silhouette and design it your way,” Tidwell says. “Four years ago, there wasn’t this much 

sophistication in the recliner category.” 

Granted, if you choose a more sophisticated base, cover or function, then you’ll pay more. Experts tell us that 

the increase in options accounts for the market climbing to $4.7 billion in sales in 2015, compared with $3.9 

billion in 2012, according to Furniture Today, which is a trade publication. We found that premium recliners 

typically have a base price that’s $200–$400 more expensive than were base prices 5 years ago. However, 

what’s good news is that we found that the base prices of economy and midrange recliners haven’t changed 

much. 

  

POWER SURGE. The 10 experts whom we interviewed say more models of power recliners are on the 

market than ever before, and the market will continue to shift in the direction of power. Erin Berg of Furniture 

Today says the market is “about 60 percent manual and 40 percent power.” She expects power models to make 

up a majority of the recliners market in 3–4 years. In 2012, we found that power recliners made up roughly 30 

percent of the market. We also noted that manufacturers were introducing power-reclining elements into love 

seats, sectionals and sofas. 

Best Buys in Recliners 

 +Recliners 

La-Z-Boy, which is one of the largest U.S. recliner manufacturers, is shifting to power even faster than are 

other manufacturers. 

“As of right now, over 90 percent of our reclining products have a power option,” says Paula Hoyas of La-Z-

Boy. “In fact, by April 2017, all of our reclining products will have the power option.” 

All 10 experts expect the price of power recliners to fall by at least $100 in the next 2–3 years. Nonpower 

push-back recliners now start at $299, compared with $399 before, and power upgrades cost as little as $100, 

which is the same as before, says David Jaros of Lane Furniture. 

http://www.consumersdigest.com/home/best-buys/recliners


Power is more prevalent because of less expensive optional cordless battery packs that make it so more power 

recliners can sit in any part of a room and not just in a corner or by a wall that has an electric outlet. Optional 

rechargeable cordless battery packs now start at $85, compared with $299 before. 

“With rechargeable power packs now providing hundreds of open-and-close cycles before requiring a 

recharge, the need to plug your recliner into the wall is considered old tech today,” says Dixon Bartlett of 

Norwalk Furniture. We found that it typically takes 8 hours to recharge a battery pack. 

Today, power recliners also allow you to adjust more parts of the chair than ever before. In the past 3 years, 

we’ve seen more power headrests (on models that start at $799, compared with $900 before) that can be set to 

whatever position that you find most comfortable. We found that this is a handy feature if you want to tilt your 

head up to watch TV or read and relieve some of the stress that’s on your neck while you recline. 

Manufacturers also are adding power headrests to lay-flat power-bed chaise lounges. If you’re like us, it won’t 

take you long to fall asleep. 

In the past 3 years, we also have seen the introduction of power lumbar support (on models that start at 

$1,199), so you can provide your back with as much support as you want. We like this feature, because we 

tend to arch and strain the small of our back when we recline without any lumbar support. 

“Lumbar support is important for back-pain relief, even if you’re in a recliner,” Dr. Paul Cooke, who is a 

physiatrist with Hospital for Special Surgery, tells Consumers Digest. “Recliners lessen the strain on your 

lumbar discs and can improve circulation, [because]  your legs are slightly elevated.” 

Ergonomics also play a role in how you control the power. Many of the latest recliners in all price ranges have 

sleek armrests. Unless you have long arms, we found that it can be tricky to reach over an overstuffed armrest 

to get to the recliner controls. 

MORE CONTROL. Manufacturers use power to adjust ergonomics, but they also use power to turn 

recliners into the living room’s command center. Berg tells us that manufacturers believe that “the recliner 

category will get more traction with millennials if it can find a way to integrate with the internet of things.” 

“The first thing you do when you come home is charge your device, and you don’t need to find the charger 

when it’s on your [recliner],” Tidwell says. 

Consequently, in the past 3 years, USB ports that will let you charge a smartphone or a tablet computer have 

become common in recliners that start at $819. La-Z-Boy sells an optional recliner power bundle console 

(starting at $200) that includes two USB ports and two electrical outlets. 

Lane Home Furnishings went a step further by adding wireless charging plates to its Diego motion sectionals. 

We expect wireless charging to appear in recliners in the next 2 years as wireless-charging technology 

improves. 

You also now can get power recliners (starting at about $800, compared with $900 before) that have 

illuminated cupholders and LED lights. 

Manufacturers say electrical components improved in function, but the warranties are shorter. Previously, a 

number of manufacturers had 5-year warranties for electrical components in power recliners, and we expected 

that to become the norm. However, in the past 2 years, we saw a rebound to 1-year and 3-year warranties. 

Flexsteel is the only company that we found that still has a 5-year warranty for electrical components. 



COOL FACTOR. Gel-infused foam has been used in mattresses for years, so it’s no surprise that it 

arrived in recliners. Two years ago, Franklin introduced its Wow Seating System (starting at $699), which is a 

combination of springs and gel-infused foam that the company says conforms to a body’s posture. We sat in 

one of these recliners, and we found that the gel cushion keeps us in a comfortable, upright position. 

“The gel provides support,” says Abe Abbas, who’s a furniture expert for About.com. “What happens is that 

you sit in it, you sink in it, and then it becomes very firm.” 

We haven’t heard of any other manufacturer that plans to introduce gel-infused-foam recliners or is working 

with other alternative materials that we’ve seen in mattresses, such as graphite and latex. (Memory foam is 

common in recliners that start at $599, which is the same as before.) 

In regard to what’s on the outside of recliners: The price of leather stabilized. Leather prices skyrocketed 

because of global supply-and-demand imbalances, and manufacturers turned to leather alternatives. Now, 

manufacturers tell us that in 2017, we can expect to see more leather models in all prices ranges and fewer 

models that have leather-alternative materials, such as bonded leather or vinyl. 

Even Ikea is getting in on the leather-recliner action with its Timsfors ($649) recliner, which is a contemporary 

swivel chair that’s covered in dyed top-grain leather that’s three-sixty-fourths of an inch thick. The Timsfors is 

the least expensive leather model that we found. 

“The price of leather has been very good for about 12 months now, and as a result, there are better quality 

leathers available, so more manufacturers are able to offer semi-aniline and top grains,” Berg says. 

That’s good news if you like the feel and look of leather. We found that even though the technology of leather 
matching—making vinyl match the color and look of leather—advanced considerably, leather and vinyl still 

don’t age and fade at the same rate. 

Experts tell us that vinyl is more susceptible to fraying and tearing than is leather. We’ve seen that bonded 

leather, which is made out of ground-up leather shavings that are sprayed onto a backing, is prone to flaking 

and peeling. 

Marilyn Zelinsky-Syarto has covered furniture and interior design for 33 years. She has written for Interiors 
Magazine and home-improvement websites StudioD and ShelterPop, among others. She also writes for Two 

Frugal Fairfielders, a website about saving money on everyday living. 

 

Best Buys in Recliners 

Best Buys in recliners were selected based on performance, construction, design and warranty. 

Semi-recline recliners tilt back with no set recline positions and might require the purchase of a separate 

ottoman for your feet. 

MSRPs for recliners can vary widely depending on options. The most important option typically is the cover 

(the upholstery fabric or leather). The MSRPs that are listed here reflect recliners that have base-grade leather 

or fabric. 

All Best Buy full-recline recliners come with a built-in footrest. 



All Best Buy power recliners come with a built-in footrest and have variable recline positions. 

Best Price is a reflection of the lowest retail price that was available at press time and is subject to change. 

Full Recline 

[P] Bradington-Young Haskins 5007 
 MSRP: $2,324 

 Best Price: $1,468 

You’d have to pay at least an additional $200 to get a full-recline recliner that matches the Haskins 5007’s 

quality of construction and classic style. You also would have to pay at least an additional $176 to get a 

recliner that has a better warranty than this model has. 

 

Features 

 Recline positions: 3 

 Dimensions: 41 in. (h) x 33-1/2 in. (w) x 39 in. (d) 
 Warranty: Lifetime frame; 3 yrs. mechanism, springs; 1 yr. filler, padding 

 
[M] Bassett Barrington 

 MSRP: $1,609 

 Best Price: $1,045 

We found that the Barrington delivers the best lumbar support of any full-recline recliner that’s in this price 

range. You’d have to pay at least an additional $200 to get another full-recline recliner that also glides and 

swivels. 



 

Features 

 Recline positions: Variable 

 Dimensions: 40 in. (h) x 34-1/2 in. (w) x 37 in. (d) 
 Warranty: 7 yrs. frame; 5 yrs. mechanism, springs; 1 yr. cover 

 
 
[E] La-Z-Boy Pinnacle Reclina-Rocker 512 

 MSRP: $899 

 Best Price: $629 

You typically have to pay at least $1,000 to get a full-recline recliner that’s built as solidly as is the Pinnacle 

Reclina-Rocker 512, which is a repeat Best Buy selection. This model also still is one of the few full-recline 

recliners that are in this price range that includes the optional capability of  a power back and a power footrest 

that can be operated independently. 

 

Features 

 Recline positions: 3 

 Dimensions: 41 in. (h) x 33 in. (w) x 38-1/2 in. (d) 
 Warranty: Lifetime parts; 1 yr. cover, labor 

 

 



Semi-Recline 

[P] Ekornes Stressless Crown 
 MSRP: $2,316 

 Best Price: $2,316 

We found that you’d have to pay at least an additional $500 to get a semi-recline recliner that delivers better 

head and lumbar support than does the Stressless Crown. This model’s system of wheels that glide down the 

frame delivers the smoothest operation of any semi-recline recliner that we evaluated, and the incline angle can 

be set at any point through a simple twist of a knob, unlike on other models. 

 

Features 

 Ottoman: $579 

 Dimensions: 38-1/2 in. (h) x 29-1/2 in. (w) x 29-1/2 in. (d) 
 Warranty: 10 yrs. frame, mechanism; 5 yrs. base; 1 yr. cover 

 
 
[M] Sam Moore Inga Pressback Chair 

 MSRP: $1,569 

 Best Price: $998 

You’d have to pay at least an additional $231 to get a semi-recline recliner that has a solid hardwood frame, as 

the Inga Pressback Chair has. We also found that this model provides more lumbar support than do other 

models that we evaluated in this price range. 

 

Features 

 Ottoman: included, not available separately 



 Dimensions: 37-1/2 in. (h) x 36-1/2 in. (w) x 48 in. (d) 
 Warranty: Lifetime frame, springs, mechanism; 5 yrs. foam core; 1 yr. cover, filler 

 
 
[E] Flexsteel Spencer 

 MSRP: $790 

 Best Price: $790 

You’d have to pay at least an additional $500 to get another semi-recline recliner that has a push-back 

reclining mechanism and the capability to swivel 360 degrees, as the Spencer does. We found that this model 

is the easiest semi-recline recliner to adjust among models that are in this price range. 

 

Features 

 Ottoman: Included, not available separately 

 Dimensions: 43 in. (h) x 34 in. (w) x 36 in. (d) 
 Warranty: Lifetime frame, springs, mechanism; 1 yr. cover, filler 

Power 

[P] La-Z-Boy Greyson PowerRecline XR+ Reclina-Rocker 
 MSRP: $1,969 

 Best Price: $1,969 

You’d have to pay at least $3,000 to get another power recliner that has the Greyson PowerRecline XR+ 

Reclina-Rocker’s combination of a power headrest, power lumbar support and a 3-year warranty on electrical 

components. You’d have to pay an additional $300 to get another model that has plush pillow armrests and a 

plush chaise footrest, as this model has. 



 

Features 

 Dimensions: 43 in. (h) x 37-1/2 in. (w) x 36 in. (d) 
 Warranty: Lifetime frame, mechanism; 3 yrs. electrical components; 1 yr. cover 

 
 
[M] Southern Motion Velocity 

 MSRP: $1,185 

 Best Price: $756 

You’d have to pay at least an additional $300 to get the Velocity’s combination of a spring platform, a thick-

gauge steel frame, and polyester-foam-filled arms and headrest. This model has the best warranty of any power 

recliner that’s in this price range. 

 

Features 

 Dimensions: 43 in. (h) x 40 in. (w) x 44 in. (d) 
 Warranty: Lifetime mechanism, parts; 5 yrs. cushions, springs; 1 yr. cover, electrical components 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



[E] Franklin Revolution Rocker 7734 
 MSRP: $699 

 Best Price: $699 

The Revolution Rocker 7734 has the best combination of features of any power recliner that we evaluated in 

this price range. You’d have to pay at least an additional $300 to get another model that has gel seating and an 

articulating backrest, as this model has. You also would have to pay at least an additional $100 to get a power 

recliner that has a better warranty than this model has. 

 

Features 

 Dimensions: 43-1/2 in. (h) x 41 in. (w) x 42 in. (d) 
 Warranty: Lifetime frame, mechanism, parts; 1 yr. cover, electrical components 

 
 

Manufacturers Index 
 Bassett Furniture Industries 

877/525-7070, 3525 Fairystone Park Hwy., Bassett, VA 24055, bassettfurniture.com 
 

 Bradington-Young LLC (div. of Hooker Furniture) 
276/656-3335, 1340 14th Ave. Ct. SW, Hickory, NC 28602, bradington-young.com 
 

 Ekornes Inc. 
732/302-0097, 615 Pierce St., Somerset, NJ 08873, ekornes.com 
 

 Flexsteel Industries Inc. 
563/556-7730, 385 Bell St., Dubuque, IA 52001, flexsteel.com 
 

 Franklin Corp. 
662/456-4286, 600 Franklin Dr., Houston, MS 38851, franklincorp.com 
 

 La-Z-Boy Inc. 
800/375-6890, One La-Z-Boy Dr., Monroe, MI 48162, la-z-boy.com 
 

 Sam Moore Furniture (div. of Hooker Furniture) 
276/656-3322, 1556 Dawn Dr., Bedford, VA 24523, sammoore.com 
 

 Southern Motion Inc. 
662/488-4007, 298 Henry Southern Dr., Pontotoc, MS 38863 

 


